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Abstract. As solar energetic particles (SEPs) travel through interplanetary space, their pitch-angle distributions are shaped by the
competing effects of magnetic focusing and scattering. Measurements of SEP anisotropies can therefore reveal information about
interplanetary conditions such as magnetic field strength, topology, and turbulence levels at remote locations from the observer.
Onboard each of the two STEREO spacecraft, the Low Energy Telescope (LET) measures pitch-angle distributions for protons and
heavier ions up to iron at energies of about 2-12 MeV/nucleon. Anisotropies observed using LET include bidirectional flows within
interplanetary coronal mass ejections, sunward-flowing particles when STEREO was magnetically connected to the back side of
a shock, and loss-cone distributions in which particles with large pitch angles underwent magnetic mirroring at an interplanetary
field enhancement that was too weak to reflect particles with the smallest pitch angles. Unusual oscillations in the width of a
beamed distribution at the onset of the 23 July 2012 SEP event were also observed and remain puzzling. We report LET anisotropy
observations at both STEREO spacecraft and discuss their implications for SEP transport, focusing exclusively on the extreme
event of 23 July 2012 in which a large variety of anisotropies were present at various times during the event.

OBSERVATIONS
The largest solar energetic particle (SEP) event detected so far in solar cycle 24 was observed at the Solar TErrestrial
RElations Observatory (STEREO) [1] on 23 July 2012 [2, 3, 4] when the Ahead spacecraft was 121 ◦ of heliolongitude
westward from Earth. The active region source of this event was at ∼W133 ◦, over the limb from Earth but near central
meridian from the viewpoint of Ahead, and the event was associated with an x-ray flare of estimated magnitude
between M8.2 and X2.5 [5]. The shock or blast wave that hit STEREO-Ahead had a peak magnetic field strength of
over 100 nT and solar wind speed exceeding 2000 km/s [2], and was followed by two interplanetary coronal mass
ejections (ICMEs) [4]. Only a minor shock (with peak field strength of ∼10 nT) was detected at STEREO-Behind,
124◦ of heliolongitude westward from Ahead; it is not clear if this was the flank of the tremendous shock seen at
Ahead or associated instead with one of several other CMEs during this period [4]. Indeed, the ICME at Behind a day
after the minor shock had the opposite chirality from those observed at Ahead, and therefore was unrelated [Y. Liu,
private communication]. Although proton intensities at Ahead were comparable to the highest recorded near Earth
since 1972 [3], intensities at Behind were almost 1000 times lower (Figure 1) as the source was beyond the east limb
from this perspective. Interesting features were seen in the particle anisotropies at both STEREO spacecraft at various
times during this event, as discussed below.
The Low Energy Telescope (LET) [6] onboard each STEREO spacecraft measures the composition, spectra, and
time variations of SEPs from H through Ni at energies of about 2–50 MeV/nucleon. Sectored rates in 16 longitudinal
viewing directions (averaging ∼12◦ wide in longitude and covering ±15–20◦ of latitude about the ecliptic) are accumulated onboard for 10 different element and energy bands. Relative intensity spectrograms in Figure 2 illustrate the
anisotropies observed by LET during the 2012 July event. Two broad bands represent particles arriving in the two LET
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FIGURE 1. Time profiles at 5-minute resolution for omnidirectional H intensities in three energy bands from LET on STEREOAhead (red) and Behind (blue) during the July 2012 SEP event.

longitudinal viewing fans centered 45◦ and 225◦ from the Sun, with each fan comprising 8 sectors [6]; the white gap
between the bands is due to coverage gaps in ecliptic longitude. When the count rate is very high, angular coverage
for H and He in LET is deliberately restricted to reduce electronic deadtime [6], while coverage for heavy ions is
unchanged, and this was the case at Ahead throughout much of this event. Therefore, although we use sectored rates
of 4–6 MeV H for Behind in the bottom panel of Figure 2, we instead show 4–6 MeV/nucleon CNO sectored rates for
Ahead in the top panel.
The most prominent feature in Figure 2 at Behind is seen during the first half of the indicated ICME. Since the
peak intensity at this time appeared in the LET fan viewing away from the Sun, the energetic protons were flowing
along the field line towards the Sun. In the opposite direction, particle intensities along the field were at a relative
minimum, while in a narrow strip 180◦ away from the edge of the incoming beam (at ∼20◦ in Figure 2) intensities
were elevated. Such a loss-cone distribution occurs when an incident particle distribution experiences partial mirroring
at a magnetic field enhancement [7]. Particles at large pitch angles are reflected while those with smaller pitch angles
pass through the constriction if the field is not strong enough to turn them around. This particular loss-cone distribution
has been described in more detail in our earlier work [8, 9].
Throughout most of 24 July (after the shock passage at 20:55 on 23 July), the Ahead spacecraft was inside an
ICME [4] and the particle flow was bidirectional (Figure 2) as is often observed in such structures [10], but intensities
were higher in the direction facing away from the Sun, perhaps suggesting a shorter path to the particle source in this
direction. Anisotropies subsided at both Ahead and Behind by late on 25 July (Figure 2) and proton intensities were
nearly the same at both spacecraft (Figure 1), as the particles had isotropized throughout the quasi-trapped, expanding
region behind the shock, as is often seen in large SEP events [11].
At the event onset at Ahead, while intensities allowed unrestricted angular coverage for H and He, pitch-angle
distributions were exponential and formed a field-aligned beam flowing outwards from the Sun. Curiously, although
particle time intensity profiles were relatively smooth in the field aligned directions, at larger pitch angles the time
profiles were not smooth and the intensities varied quasi-periodically, changing by factors of 5 or so on timescales of
∼10-15 minutes [12]. This rapid time variability of the pitch-angle distributions may be seen in the 1-minute samples
shown in Figure 3, and appeared in all 3 sectored H rates (from 1.8–10 MeV) and both sectored He rates (from 4–
12 MeV/nucleon). Early in the event the beam width fluctuated repeatedly by >25 ◦ in a matter of minutes, while it
was much steadier later in the event. Although the width was variable, the slope of the distribution seemed relatively
constant, while the peak, field-aligned intensities seemed truncated with a restricted range of variability.

DISCUSSION
Within the 23 July event, as mentioned above, we have observed inward-flowing particles, a loss-cone distribution,
bidirectional streaming, and a peculiar beam-width oscillation. Such observations can be used to help understand how
particles become distributed throughout the inner heliosphere.
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FIGURE 2. Relative sectored intensities in LET for 4–6 MeV/nucleon carbon through oxygen at STEREO-Ahead (top) and
4–6 MeV protons at Behind (bottom) during the July 2012 SEP event. At times the relative intensity ratios went significantly
beyond the values of ∼0.3 and 3 at which the color scale saturates (see Figure 3). Directions parallel (black) and antiparallel
(gray) to the magnetic field longitudes measured by STEREO/MAG [13] are superposed. Vertical dashed lines and shaded regions
indicate shocks and ICMEs, respectively, from http://www-ssc.igpp.ucla.edu/forms/stereo/stereo level 3.html (however note that
two distinct ICMEs were identified at Ahead in the shaded interval by [4]).

More details of the loss-cone distribution observed at Behind during this event were presented elsewhere [8,
9]. The loss-cone width depends on the ambient field strength and that at the mirror point [14, 15], which allows
estimation of interplanetary conditions far from the observer. Although the spacecraft was inside an ICME at this
time, the presence of the loss cone indicates that particles were injected into only one of the ICME legs, with partial
mirroring occurring in the other. A loss cone would not have appeared sunward of the spacecraft in an undisturbed
Parker spiral field, since eventually the field strength would have become large enough to mirror even the smallest
pitch angles. Beyond the mirror point the field must have become weaker and allowed the smaller pitch-angle particles
through, or particles must have been scattered onto other field lines. Perhaps interactions of the magnetic cloud with
other CMEs or solar wind streams produced the necessary conditions, and comparison of the anisotropy observations
with global heliospheric models may prove enlightening.
The oscillations in beam width at Ahead at the onset of the event are puzzling and remain to be explained.
Interestingly, the magnetic field was nearly radial for more than a day, from midday on 22 July until the shock arrival
late on 23 July, and radial fields facilitate the propagation of ion cyclotron waves due to reduced refraction and Landau
damping in this geometry [16]. Lan Jian [private communication] reports intermittent ion cyclotron waves during the
beam-width oscillation period, but they do not appear unusual. However, shortly before the arrival of the extreme
shock (from ∼19:40–20:15), she finds several small flux ropes with some high frequency magnetic field fluctuations,
which is rare. If these high frequency fluctuations had been present ∼13–16 hours earlier when we observed the
beam-width oscillations, and if they traveled at the ambient solar wind speed (∼800 km/s at 20:00 [2, 4]), they would
have been located ∼0.27 AU sunward of the spacecraft at 06:00, and 10 MeV protons would have passed through
them only ∼15 minutes before we observed them. More work is needed to determine if the interaction of the particles
with these field fluctuations might have produced the unusual anisotropy behavior. Meanwhile, it is also worth noting
that by midday on 23 July particle intensities leveled off within a factor of ∼2 of the streaming limit (Figure 1),
which is caused by the scattering of particles by self-generated waves [17]. Although intensities were ∼10 times lower
during the oscillations, the restricted range of variability in the field-aligned intensities (Figure 3) suggests a possible
relationship to the development of the streaming limit, or perhaps passage of the particles through self-generated
waves upstream of the spacecraft.
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FIGURE 3. Sample one-minute averaged pitch-angle distributions for 6–10 MeV H in LET at STEREO-Ahead on 23 July 2012
at the times indicated.
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